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The Centre for IT Applications in Environmental Engineering at the System Research Institute PAS has been 
working for several years on developing methods and algorithms to support comprehensive management of 
urban water supply systems. As a result, an ICT system has been developed, which is gradually being expanded 
with new or modified algorithms, using artificial intelligence methods. 

The ICT system is modular and consists of a GIS 
system, SCADA and AMR monitoring systems, and 
the MOSKAN-W computational module, which 
contains a hydraulic model of the water network and 
a set of algorithms for optimization, control and 
management of water supply systems. The 
combination of several data collection modules (GIS, 
SCDA, AMR) and multiple computational 
algorithms (MOSKAN-W) within a single ICT 
system triggers a synergistic effect that enables 
a systematic and comprehensive approach to the task 
of water network managing. The ICT system has an 
open structure that allows adding new algorithms or 
using the system with different configurations of the 
algorithms applied. The result is an IT tool that can be 
applied to water supply companies with different 
scales of complexity and with different management 
problems. 

In the presented system, new failure detection and 
localization algorithms and water quality 
improvement algorithms are presented. They aim at 
solving two key tasks of managing water networks, 
concerning the reduction of water losses and network 
operating costs and providing healthy drinking water 
to network users. The developed algorithms use 
modern calculation methods based on neural networks, 
multi-criteria genetic optimization and fuzzy sets. 

ICT system functions with GIS, SCADA, AMR 
and MOSKAN-W modules and algorithms for 
failure detection and water quality 
improvement are: generating a numerical map of 
the water supply network, observing and assessing the 
network operation status, performing hydraulic 
calculations for preset network design or network 
control scenarios, detecting and locating failures 
and hidden water leaks, calculating water age 
distributions and chlorine concentrations in the water 
supply network, controlling the flow rate in the network 
pipes to stabilize water quality, controlling the chlorine 
dosage in the network to ensure the required chlorine 
concentration in the network user nodes. 

Innovative advantages of the ICT system are: integration within a single information system of numerous 
modules and programs realizing diversified tasks of water network control and management, open modular 
structure of the system enabling its easy expansion by new programs or its simple reduction when used in 
an enterprise with a limited number of management tasks, using for water supply network management 
purposes modern methods of system analysis concerning mathematical modeling, optimization and control. 

The benefits of the system are: the 
reduction of water losses and the 
resulting costs, the provision of healthy 
water to users of the water network, 
and the economical and rational 
operation of the water supply system. 
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